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Niepubliczne Liceum Ogólnokształcące nr 81 SGH 

TEST EGZAMINACYJNY – 2019 r. 
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH 

 

Kod ucznia: __________                                              Total: ____ / 60:3 = ____ /20 
 

 

Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them! 
 

 

Exercise 1 (15 points) 
 
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the one given in 
brackets. 
 
Example: 

Nicotine and alcohol are highly (high) addictive substances.  

 
1. Don't be so _______________ (criticise) when someone makes a mistake. 

Nobody's perfect.  

 

2. He got an A grade in every subject this term. What a(n) _______________ 

(achieve)! 

 

3. I think her success is really _______________ (inspire) for any teenager who 

has a dream. 

 

4. The current _______________ (govern) doesn't have much support from the 

general public. 

 

5. Poland holds a general _______________ (elect) every four years. 

 

6. Don't do that! It's _______________ (legal) and the police may arrest you! 

 

7. Let's discuss all the _______________ (argue) for and against this proposal. 

 

8. I asked my _______________ (employ) for a pay rise and she refused.  
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9. The people for the job of _______________ (reception) are all waiting for an 

interview.  

 

10. We've just received this report from our _______________ (correspond) in 

Syria. 

 

11. If you want to succeed in life, you need a lot of _______________ (strong) and 

_______________ (determine). 

 

12.  How could you leave your little brother alone? It was so terribly 

_______________ (responsibility)! 

 

13. The _______________ (employ) rate in the country is currently really low, 

thanks to a good _______________ (economy) situation. 

 
Exercise 2 (15 points) 
 
Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only 
one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning. 

 
A. Females Taking the Initiative 

 

In most societies, courtship (0)      has       traditionally been male-led. In other     

(1) _______________, it is the man who is expected to make the first move and 

contact the woman to (2) _______________ her out, to have a meal or to see a 

movie, for example.       

 

But the advent of the Internet and online dating is changing this tradition. In North 

America over ten per cent of the 18-25 age group is believed to                              

(3) _______________ tried online dating. In this type of dating it is as common for 

the woman to (4) _______________ the first contact as it is for the man. 

 

The great advantage of this new medium is that you can find out more about the        

(5) _______________ person and have a number of safe exchanges or 'pre-dates' 

before committing to a more serious date.             
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B. H2O - This Precious Liquid 

 
Water is everywhere. It covers 70 per cent of the world's surface and makes           

(6) _______________ 60 per cent of the human body. According to the United 

Nations, we need five litres of water a day just to survive, and (7) _______________ 

50 litres for cooking, washing and sanitation. 

 
(8) _______________, global warming is causing some strange effects on weather 

and rainfall, and an increase in the number of hurricanes. Such extreme weather, and 

rising sea levels form the melting ice caps, threaten some cities and                        

(9) _______________ whole countries. 

 
What's (10) _______________, rain is falling in the wrong places, with serious 

consequences. In parts of Africa people have to dig deeper wells, as the 

underground lakes that supply them are running dry. As usual, it is the poorest 

people in the world who suffer the most.  

 
C. The Real Price of Fashion 

A group of young English women have taken part in an interesting social experiment 

for the BBC. All of them were fans of the cheap clothes that you can buy in any      

(11) _______________ mall. The young women went to India for four weeks to work 

in the factories that produced the fashions they liked to wear. 

Georgina Briers, aged 20, went to work in a New Delhi workshop                           

(12) _______________ employees work up to eighteen hours a day, six days a 

week, for a tiny wage. Their supervisors didn't let them get up and leave their 

machines (13) _______________ permission, even to go to the toilet. As part of the 

experiment, they had to sleep on the factory floor. 

For Georgina, the turning point (14) _______________ when she met a worker who 

described how hard he had to work to support his family on the wage he made. 

'Before, I was worried about (15) _______________ I looked all the time. The people 

I talked to had so many dreams and they were willing to work hard, while I have 

thrown away so many opportunities. Now I owe it to them to work hard and make 

something of myself.' 
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Exercise 3 (30 points) 

Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, 
B, C or D. 
 

Example: 

Just a minute! You have forgotten to     A      your test. 

 

A. sign              B. signature             C. signing            D. note 

 

1. You ought to buy a new car. 
 It's time _____ a new car. 
 

A. to buy              B. you buy             C. buying            D. you bought 

 
2. _____ the latest research, UK salaries continue to rise. 
 

A. Due to              B. Because of             C. According to            D. Referring to 

 
3. _____ no use complaining all the time – let's do something about it. 
 

A. This is           B. It is           C. There is           D. That is 

 
4. Ann suggested _____ away for the weekend. 
 

A. going              B. to go             C. that she goes            D. her going 

 
5. I promise to phone you as _____ as he arrives. 
 

A. long              B. soon             C. much            D. often 

 
6. I was so desperate that I went to the doctor and asked for a _____ for painkillers. 
 

A. recipe              B. receipt             C. medicine            D. prescription 

 
7. The country _____ I live in is full of picturesque landscapes. 
 

A. where              B. which             C. in which            D. whose 

 
8. I'm slightly confused when my teacher _____ her eyebrows. 
 

A. raises              B. plucks             C. moves            D. lifts 

 
9. Don't open your eyes till I _____ you to. 
 

A. will tell              B. tell             C. am telling            D. will have told 
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10. Have you _____ much progress with your Spanish? 
 

A. had              B. done             C. made            D. accomplished 

 
11. Our next meeting _____ on Friday. 
 

A. will hold              B. will be hold             C. will be holding            D. will be held 

 
12. He is _____ of having noisy neighbours. 
 

A. fed up           B. tired         C. intolerant            D. furious 

 
13. Tom's hands are dirty. He _____ his bike. 
 

A. is repairing              B. has repaired             C. has been repairing            D. repaired 

 
14. Does he ever _______________ the truth? 
 

A. tell              B. say             C. speak            D. talk 

 
15. If only I _____ some of this work yesterday. 
 

A. did              B. was doing             C. have done            D. had done  

 
16. The meeting has been put _____ till next week. 
 

A. away              B. on             C. off            D. out 

 
17. Peter _____ his hair trimmed yesterday. 
 

A. had           B. was having             C. used to have            D. had been 

 
18. Although it was dark, he _____ find his way through the woods. 
 

A. could              B. would             C. managed to            D. succeeded to 

 
19. I'm sure she understood what I was saying.  

She _____ understood what I was saying. 
 

A. must have              B. could have  C. would have            D. should have 

 
20. If you had locked the door, the burglars _____ in. 
 

A. wouldn't get              B. wouldn't have got             C. wouldn't got            D. hadn't got 

 
21. Don't rush, _____ your time. 
 

A. make              B. take             C. have            D. spend 
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22. We must catch the early flight.  
I insist _____ the early flight. 

 

A. to catch              B. we catch             C. catching            D. on catching 

 
23. _____ winning the competition, he wasn't satisfied. 
 

A. After              B. Because of             C. Despite            D. In spite 

 
24. As soon as John _____ what he's doing, I'd like to have a word with him. 
 

A. finishes              B. have finished             C. will finish            D. will be finished 

 
25. He never goes out with Jane, ____? 
 

A.  does he            B. doesn't he             C. do they            D. don't they 

 
26. Sharon objects _____ like a child. 
 

A. to be treated              B. to treat             C. to being treated D. treating            

 
27. I'm sorry but these trousers don't really _____ you. They're too tight. 

 

A. suit              B. fit  C. match            D. go 

 
28. A: I'd rather go now if you don't mind.          

      B: ____. It's getting late. 

 

A. So do I              B. So would I             C. Neither would I            D. Me neither 

 
29. I look forward _____ your confirmation by return. 

 

A. to receiving              B. to receive             C. receive            D. receiving 

 
30. It will _____ more time than you think to complete this task. 

 

A. spend              B. be             C. take            D. use 

 

 
 
 


